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THE MALE ANIMAL

Radiogra ph of a man shaving himself. ta ken at 1/1.000.000 second with the ultra

high-speed X-ray tube recently developed by Dr. C. M. Slack in the Westing-

house Bloomfield Research Laboratory. The mechanism of the electric razor

is sha,r-ply defined despite its motor speed of 116 revolutions per ,second.

-Courtesy Westinghouse



WISDOM AND HYSTERIA
DEAN R. C. GOWDY

P·EOPLE are born optimistic and lazy. well as from the ground. It is perhaps better than a
Pessimism and industry are acquired characteristics, guess that some new method of. localization came into use
though seldom acquired by the same individual. nearly a year ago when the Brit.ish R.A.F. showed a sud-

Extremes of temperament or tempo are equally un- den increase in its defense against night raids.
desirable. About thirty-five years ago there was research in the

Wisdom is the modifying factor which keeps human Department o~, Physi.cs at this ,~niversity on these ~hort
behavior somewhere in the "golden mean" between a fool's radio ~aves- Her-tzi an waves as they were qualnt~y
paradise and the "slough of despond," between the exist- known In that remot~ era. The apparatus was p~thetlc
ence of the sun-bathing lizard and the epilepsy of the or funny compared with modern equipment, depending on
ruthless aggressor. (The jitter-bug, though active, is a whether one IS :swayed by sympathy. or humor. But the

" psychopathic case which may be disregarded-or can it?- important fact IS that these useful Iittle waves have l}ot
in national discussion.) Just been born; they are really beyond the age for active

W· d · th . t Big t use of knowledge. That is service,. ac~ording to human standards. It is. fortuna.te
IS om IS e ~n e ehn .. . b . '11 d that scientific knowledge does not have arteriosclerosis,not exactly according to t e dictionaries, ut It WI 0 as hi h d it fit f . iddl Iif Centuri f1 id E if th definite on i n ither accurate w IC ren ers I un or use In mi e I e. en urres 0a genera I ea.. yen Ie. I s e. plodding research are embodied in thousands of articlesnor adequate, It IS at least brief and emphasizes the f dai lv j' hi h ik b d h

bi h t f th 0 t Tm t nt and valuabI of 0 ai y use w IC we toss away li e a urne mate ,-
mary c ar~c. ~r 0 Ke m s I por a. II' e h well, take a match for example-but that is another story,human acquisi tions. nowledge and inte igence are t e M K' l' Id h id t th t 11 th tI t f hi h . d . f ed as r. ip mg wou ave, sal ,excep a a e res

e emen s rom w IC WIS om IS orm . of this page would have been quite different if he had
Knowledge is, to some extent at least, subject to objec- written it.

tive evaluation. It is often a distressing fact that certain
types of examinations can be graded with a definite, irre- . And. then there ~re those who feel co~fident that ouf,
futable and occasionally damning accuracy inventive genius WIll produce some new secret weapon

'. .. 1· '.. d which will turn the tide of conflict smartly to our advan-
IntellIgence Isvag~e In f<:rm and. out me, IS l~rponl - tage. Part of this confidence in American ingenuity is

~rable, ~nd c.an be estimated In quantity and qua 1. y on.~ possibly founded on the fact of a high, but not phenome-
In elastic units and neb~lous terms. Some one skI1~e~ 1 nal, native cleverness; but part of it may be a natural
t~e nice use o~ wo:r:ds might be. able to. make fine distinc- but unwarranted reaction to the astronomical figures at-
tion between. intelligence and ItS attrI,?utes and results, tached to patents. Such figures may be misleading, for
but for practIcal.p~~poses may well be .Inc~uded thee sense they indicate quantity only; quality may be judged from
of d~ty, responsI~Ihty, and moral oblIg~tIon,. WhICh are some of the "popular" magazines avidly consumed by those
c~rtalnl~ results, If not components, of intelligently con- devoted to this particular form of fiction. Our patent laws
sidered Judgment. . have something to do with this misapprehension. It is

Our nation's enemies must be defeated. To accomplish surprising how easy it is to obtain some patents and how
this will require the entire resources of the country; difficult to get others, and how little difference it really
man-power, both physical and mental; industrial equip- makes in most cases. Quite apart from all this, the aver-
ment, both machines and organization; materials -already- age life of the "secrecy" of a secret weapon is about six
accumulated and stored as yet in mine and soil. And no months.
war has ever been won without personal heroism. Th I th h t t hni 1 fi .

. . .. ere are a so- ose w 0 expec ec mea pro ciency
But empty-handed heroism I~ not very effective In and ability to step Up production miraculously, to make

modern warfare. . The to~ls of VIctory are no longer bare much out of little in nothing fiat. This may be nearer of
fists ~nd a cer~aIn comb~natlon of muscles. and Il:erves. . accomplishment than the other miracles, for it is less ofvyar IS mecharrized and Implemented by SCIence, mven- a miracle and more of an everday common or garden job
tion, and technology. to which the engineer has become somewhat accustomed in

There should be no minimizing of the value of American his struggle for existence in an environment of free com-
contribution to the materials and methods of warfare, petition. The engineer is a realist-the philosopher might
nor of the results which we can ultimately attain; but it is call him a pragmatist, though his acquaintance with the
naive optimism to depend on miracles. term may have been through action rather than word. He

It would be very helpful if some one would discover a is i~ some pa!t scien~ist, though scientists. will have none
"death ray," or still better if the light which "shined of him ; he IS I"!1part In,:entor., though he WIll have none of
round, about" Saul as he journeyed toward Damascus them; but at hIS best he IS trainad, skillful, and resourceful.
could be ~ocused on Hitler, et al., wi~h converting effect. The engineer's contribution to national defense is not
But that IS not the normal way of things. spectacular. His job is to translate science and invention

One of the most recent developments in radio is the into material for combatant forces. He will not receive
technique of ultra-high frequency waves; waves of the medals, but without him defenseless men will perish.
order of three inches in length, which can be di~ected in This may be a long war. The supply of men with tech-
beams almost as sharply defined as the rays of light, but nical training is inadequate for the present; certainly
unaffected by ~o"g. These short waves are extre~ely im- there is no surplus for the future. Training cannot be
portant for mi litary p~rp~ses. at . the present time, aIl:d greatly accelerated. There are indications, fortunately
tl;ll~ college! a~ong f~rty. mst~tutlOns m the country, .IS for us that these facts are beginning to tell in Germany.
giving special ins'tr-uct'ion In t.his field. The devices utiliz- ,
ing these waves are protected by strict military secrecy, For the individual student and for the national educa-
but it would be ar hvious guess that they are employed tional policy, it is important to remember that there is no
in locating ai rpl» . at night, probably from planes as equivalence between wisdom and hysteria.
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LIGHTNING -- NATURE'S WEAPON

FRED I. LEVINE
CH. E. 146

LIGHTNING, hurtling out of the heavens with A stroke of 15,000,000 volts and 200,000 am-
.its blinding stroke and omnipotent roar, up- peres was recently recorded in Butte, Montana.

rooting trees and fusing metal, spreading destruc- The momentary energy of this discharge prob-
tion and even death in its wake, has always been ably totaled nearly two and one-half billion kilo-
a source of fear and fascination since man first watts. If such an immense amount of energy
trod the earth. could be produced steadily at some huge power

Though this phenomenon has existed since time plant, the output of that plant would be approxi-
immemorial, its connection with scientific re- mately sixty times greater than the total installed
search is short, because there was no need until capacity of all the nation's generating stations.
the present to study lightning exhaustively. In The time element plays an extremely important
our modern civilization there is considerable de- part in the mechanism of a lightning discharge.
pendence placed on t~ansmitted power to make The normal length of a single stroke is about one
life easier; and because we have dared to harness hundred microseconds. A microsecond is one-
electricity to turn the wheels of industry, we have millionth of a second and, like billion dollar debts,
a longer frontier to defend. Since the electrical is difficult for the mind to grasp. In one micro-
transmission proved to be attractive targets for second a body moving at the incredible speed of
lightning, it was imperative that science should a thousand miles an hour does not move one-
explore this field and take protective and pre- sixteenth of an inch; it is practically motionless.
ventive measures against this nuisance. For, like A lightning discharge which appears to the eye
war, lightning's sole value lies in its prevention. as a single stroke is in reality generally composed

As Franklin proved by his famous kite experi- of a number of separate strokes that travel up
ment, lightning is electricity, and since nothing and down the same path. The interval between
is known of the nature of electricity, lightning these components varies between .0005 and .5
must be studied by its effects. This process is not seconds, and the entire discharge may take as
as simple as it might seem, because for every long as 1'/2 seconds. This type of discharge is
lightning storm there are different conditions, called "multiple stroke," or "continuous dis-
hence each discharge has different effects. Only charge" lightning and occurs very frequently. A
by an innumerable number of observations and "multiple stroke" discharge, comprising 22 sep-
reports can anything be learned of its habits. arate strokes, with the current ranging from 3,000

A lightning discharge consists of a rapid re- to 12,500 amperes, was observed lately by the
lease of electricity, with the current in the stroke Westinghouse Company. The single stroke dis-
mounting swiftly to a peak, then subsiding more charge is usually called "cold" lightning because
gradually. It is the practice of engineers to ex- it will not ordinarily start a fire since the dis-
press this rise and fall in terms of a wave. The charge is usually completed before inflammable
amplitude of the wave is determined by the volt- material has had time to ignite. However, this
age or current discharged, and the horizontal type of lightning surpasses the others in its de-
length, of course, represents time. Most lightning structive effects because it releases so much energy
waves have an exceedingly steep front, that is, the in so little time. "Multiple stroke" lightning, de-
current builds up rapidly in point of time; the scribed above, promotes ignition because the dis-
actual contact of the lightning stroke to the ground charge is ordinarily long enough to raise the mate-
is believed to occur at the peak of the current, rial to its kindling point.
after which the amperage drops off gradually. It is the suddenness with which the voltage and
The voltage of a stroke may range from amperes are liberated by a discharge, as well as
100,000,000 to 10,000,000,000 and the current may the magnitude of them, which causes the damage
vary from as little as 2,000 amperes, or less, to incurred by lightning. This situation is also re-
200,000. sponsible for the thunderclap usually heard after
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each stroke of lightning. Thunder is the result of As the eleetrifying,pr(),~ess<;Qptinues" taking .up
a steep pressure wave caused by the sudden ex- to a few 'minutes, the charges accumulate, ~n~il~,
pansion of air created by a discharge releasing becoming so intense" as to bring about the ,di~~::

, energy at a rapid speed. Strokes of lightning with charge, or passing of electrical charges between j

a comparatively slow discharge, though they may the cloud and earth, which we know as, lightning.
appear as bright as the fast type, produce little or This is effected when the electrical stress ,betwe~p
no thunder at all, and their destructive force is the cloud and earth has become so intense that the"
less. Thus far, thunderless lightning is associated insulating character of the air "breaks down"
only with tall structures. The pressure developed entirely.
by a discharge varies with the length of the stroke, The shape of the electrodes (cloud and, ground
and may reach its full magnitude in as short a objects in this case) has much effect on lig~tning
time as five microseconds. It .has been discovered discharges. There are two general",sets()'f con-
from laboratory experimentation that a potential ditions to be considered. The first and most com-
of 100,000 volts is required to leap a distance of mon is that in which the earth electrode may be
one foot. If this value is applied to natural light- regarded as a plane, with the projections on its
ning, a flash from a thousand foot cloud would surface being so relatively small as to have no
require a voltage of 100,000,000 volts. important influence of their own on the cloud. The

Under ordinary conditions air is a non- second is that in which a tall structure represents
conductor of electricity; but when a sufficiently an appreciable part of the distance between the
high voltage is applied it "breaks down" and al- cloud and earth.
lows the charge to pass through it. The mechanism
by which this high voltage and its accompanying
amperage is built up by a thunder-cloud forma-
tion has been the subject of scientific investigation
and dispute for many years. Three distinct theo-
ries have been advanced thus far which attempt
to explain this phenomenon but none are entirely
satisfactory. However,' the conditions existing
prior to the actual lightning discharge, called the
"pre-stroke condition," are quite definitely known.

The accepted theory explains that a thunder-
cloud is composed of countless rain drops which,
in sultry weather, have formed in space. Each
drop has accumulated a small charge of nega-
tively or positively charged electricity, and, while
combining with others to form a cloud, is insulated
from the others by air. In the cloud, electrical
action occurs, due partly to the breaking of the
drops into smaller drops while falling towards
the earth, after reaching a maximum density, and
also to the action of air currents on the smaller
drops, forcing them up again. Other reasons for
this process lie in the polarization of the drops by
induction and in the well-known fact that electrical
charges of like sign repel each other, while those
of opposite sign attract each other. The charges
in the cloud sort themselves out in such a manner
as to cause the negatively charged particles to
concentrate in the lower portions of the cloud,
while, in general, the positively charged particles
seek the upper portion. This accumulation of nega-
tive charges is greatest at the point nearest the
earth, and attracts and controls a similar concen-
tration of positive charges in the ground below
by induction, at the same time causing the earth's
negative charges to flee that particular area.
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-1 llustt ations Courtesy General Eiectric

"Continuous-stroke" discharge from the Empire State
Building, consisting of six distinct strokes.

In the first instance, it is known that when the
air directly beneath the cloud "breaks down" a
streamer forms from the cloud and moves toward
the earth at a speed of approximately one-sixth
that of light for about fifty feet. This streamer
then hesitates, stopping for about one hundred
microseconds, after which it resumes its head-
long travel to the ground. Again it travels a simi-
lar distance, hesitates, and once more moves tow-
ards the earth. As this "pilot streamer" proceeds
in jumps it is accompanied by points of lumines-
cence, giving rise to the term "stepped leader."
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except that the "stepped leader" is replaced by
a "continuous leader" having a velocity of from
3 to 3,000 feet per microsecond. The reason why
the higher amperage is related to the earth is
because the availability of charges in the earth
is great compared with the discontinuous charac-
ter of the cloud, and it is because of this that there
is no return stroke from the cloud when the ini-
tial "leader" reaches the ground. Sometimes the
charge in the earth becomes so concentrated that,
as the initial stroke from the cloud approaches, a
streamer from the earth may shoot up to a height
of a hundred feet or more. Thus, unimpor-
tant as it may be to the party concerned, a person
who unfortunately gets in the way of a lightning

A switching station, electric lines, and oil derrick stroke has probably been "struck up" from the
provide attractive targets for lightning. ground instead of "struck down" from the sky.

The General Electric Company, under the direc-
The path of each step is essentially straight but tion of Dr. Karl B. McEachron has been investi-
each fresh step generally takes a different direc- gating the second set of conditions in which a
tion. The change in direction at each junction sufficiently tall structure is involved. The Empire
gives rise to the tortuous path associated with State Building in New York City has provided
lightning. A total time of as great as one- them with much information since research began
hundredth of a second, and as many as forty or in 1935. Their study disclosed that "stepped lead-
more steps may be required to traverse the dis- ers" began at the building three out of four times,
tance between the cloud and ground. This initial thereby demonstrating that the discharge was
flash is a low current, low velocity discharge which from the building to the cloud. Upward branching
establishes an electrically conducting path from from the "stepped leader" initiated from the build-
the cloud to earth. ing has been photographed many times and seems

The reason why this "stepped leader" does not to bear out this conclusion, since the direction of
follow a straight line, the shortest distance, is the streamers formed by such branching deter-
because the conditions responsible for the forma- mines the direction of the stroke.
tion of the stroke are continually changing. The shape of the building was effective in bring-
Hence, the easiest path is selected, one that is ing about this situation, as it has been proved that
probably determined by local ionizations of the less voltage is required to initiate a discharge be-
air existing at the immediate split-second, and tween a cloud and needle-like electrode like the
which is responsible for the change of direction building, than to start one under the other set of
during the "pilot's" and following strokes' travels. conditions. This is accounted for by the fact that
If the discharge is to have branches, they will the concentration of electricity is greatest for the
usually result from the division of the "stepped object of greatest curvature. It has been further
leader" to form separate paths which are equally discovered that if an electrode of this type is posi-
inviting. There seems to be little doubt but that tively charged, which the Empire State Building
the direction of these branches determines the is, along with other tall structures, it will initiate
direction in which the discharge is moving. In discharges of its own accord or attract lightning
every case of downward initial "leaders" recorded discharges from the sky to it. This accounts for
by reliable sources, the visible branches were di- the fact that this building has been struck by light-
rected downward. ning over one hundred times during the past six

Contrary to popular belief, the high currents - years, while buildings in its immediate vicinity
associated with lightning come from the ground have not been struck once. A structure which has
rather than from the cloud. When the initial this effect is said to establish a "cone of protec-
stroke reaches the ground, the earth strikes back tion" around its surrounding buildings.
and a discharge moves upward through the chan- The type of lightning associated with this set
nel prepared by it. This discharge, moving with of conditions is the "continuous discharge" type
the speed of from one-tenth to one-half that of when an upward "stepped leader" is recorded.
light is what the casual observer first sees. There Strokes originating from the building were posi-
are subsequent strokes much like the initial one, tive while those originating from the cloud were
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t· like the strokes occurring under the first as soon as it has safely discharged by ?pening and
nega rve .. closing the circuit. To protect electrical appara-
set of conditions, . tus from damage by a stroke, a device called a

From field. wor~ it h~s. been dlsc~ve:ed ~hat li htnin arrester is employed, which is connected
955"0 of the lIght~m.g StrIklI~g transmIss~on lines b;tweengthe transmission line and ground. When
was negative. ThIS mformatIOn,. alon?, with ?ther the normal current is flowing it acts as an insula-
recorded facts, has enabled t~e lightning engmeer tor, but when an increased voltage appears, due
to catalogue the effects of. this nuisance to 'p0w~r to a lightning discharge, it changes its role and
lines and suggest preventive measur~s against It. becomes a conductor and ushers the unwelcome

In the beginning of this resear~h It ~as neces- surplus energy to the ground. When the current
sary to wait for and observe the .lightning eff~cts has returned to normal, it once again returns to
in the field, but now most of .thIS ~ork IS being its original role.
done in the laboratory or outside with man-made
lightning generators hurling thunderbolts at vul-
nerable points on the line. A simple Iightning
generator acts much the same as the cloud and
earth do during the conditions surrounding the
discharge. Banks of capacitors on either side of
an air gap, like the thundercloud and earth, store
up an enormous amount of direct-current elec-
tricity, and when the electrical pressure becomes
great enough, a discharge occurs. Though this
discharge is not as long as a natural one, never-
theless, it has properties closely .rescmbling this
type. A 10,000,000 volt, 17,000 ampere generator,
which vividly demonstrated the effects of light-
ning, was displayed at the New York World's Fair
to thousands of spectators. The General Electric lightning generator

When lightning strikes a transmission line, the in action at the Ne~v York World's Fair.

potential at that point rises swiftly, often becom- During a lightning storm it is advisable to get
ing great enough to "break down" the. air .ar~und under a shelter protected on all sides as soon as
the line and conduct the current flowing in It to possible. Houses, barns and other buildings are
the ground, where the power contmues to flow safer in a storm than anywhere else because they
until it is directed once again through the proper provide a better conducting path for a discharge
channels. This effect is called a "ground-fault" than the human body does. Avoid shelter under
and occurs. frequently when a ;discharge o~ high isolated trees, poles, masts, or other ex~osed ob-
voltage str-ikes a lme. Another ?utcome similar jects projecting skyward because they WIll be the
to this is called a "flashover," WhIChoccurs when first things to be struck should a lightning dis-
the insulator, preventing the current from flow- charge occur.
ing through the steel transmission towers to the Despite lightning's reputation as a destroyer,
ground, "breaks down" and allows the current to it is also a benefactor of the human race. Natural
achieve this effect. Lightning current, which en- lightning produces about one hundred billion tons
tered the line before any of these outcomes hap- of "fixed" nitrogen annually over the earth's sur-
pened, travels along the system in each direction face. Immense quantities of this vital agricultural
away from the point struck, forming "traveling chemical are produced by a bolt which "breaks
waves" which may do damage at some remote down" the air, freeing the nitrogen in it, to be
point, as a transformer station or power outlet. deposited in the soil by the rain. Man-made light-

To keep the lightning from striking the line a ning is also employed in this capacity of "fixing"
grounded conductor is strung from tower to tower, nitrogen, but only on a s~aller. scale.. .
above the power circuit, which intercepts the The old saying that lightning strikes I~ the
stroke as it comes from the sky and guides it same place only once is entirely false. That It has
safely to earth. This wire acts as a shield, but struck that place once is a sign that it is attracted
other protector devices go into service as soon as to it and might strike it again. And also remem-
the line is struck. One of these, called a circuit her that oft-repeated adage: "If you heard the
breaker, stops the power flow momentarily as thunder, the lightning did not strike you: ~f y~u
soon as the increased voltage coming from the saw the lightning, it missed you; and If It did
lightning appears on the line, and starts it again strike you, you would not have known it."
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c. B. HOFFMANN
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering

EDUCATION I COLOMBIA, S. A.

MOST Amer!<~~~s ~re apt to be of the opinion
that our ownjsystem of education is abso-

lutely perfect. Any other system which might
differ would be considered vastly inferior. I must
say that I do not agree with this at all, and think
that we could profit by studying some of the
educational systems of other countries. Last sum-
mer, I had occasion to spend considerable time
in Colombia, South America, an unusually pros-
perous and industrious country. Colombia has
practically every known natural resource and
plenty of work for everyone, regardless of sex or
education. In any pioneer country, naturally, the
persons with the more education and more energy
succeed better than their less fortunate neigh-
bors. The primary principle of their educational
system is to fit the individual into that class of
society where he most naturally belongs.
In Colombia a federal law requires that every

child in the Republic must complete five grades
of schooling. During this time he has been taught
to read, write, and count, so that he will not be
illiterate, and can be further trained in any type
of office or industry in which he may later find
himself. At the close of the five grades of school-
ing, those children who obviously have reached
the limit of learning capacity are taken out of the
school system entirely, and must get jobs in of-
fices, stores, factories and the like where they
learn a trade under conditions that render their
services of value. From cbservations during the
summer, there were no large factories or stores
such as we have in the United States. Each par-
ticular store or factory is very small, so that there
is' close contact between the boss and the em-
ployee. The apprentices put in only a reasonable
amount of work, but their services must be of
value to the boss or employer or he could not
afford to keep them. They are trained to do
things in an efficient and business-like way from
the outset rather than by the methods usually
employed in our own vocational schools.
Those selected groups of children who have

shown average or better intelligence continue in
the secondary' schools for six years. All during
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this six-year period, they are carefully watched
and graded, and at the end of each year those
not showing the necessary proficiency are taken
out of the school system and returned to industry
in order to keep the standards of the schools at
a high level for the more intelligent groups. The
primary principle of their educational system can
be stated very briefly by the following phrase:
"Education is something which should be sought
after, never forced on us." With this type of
educational system the school burden on the tax-
payers is very light, as education in the schools
is given only for those who are mentally qualified
to receive it, and the actual training for industry
and business is turned directly back to the indus-
try and business itself.

Engineering College at Bogota
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Finally, we come to the University. Here the
same system is again used. Selected groups of
students, who have finished the eleven preceding
grades are now re-classified, and the upper strata
are permitted to enter the National University
or one of its branches. The present enrollment is
2,000 students from a total populationof 9 million
people. This particular part of the education is
directly under the control of the National Minis-
ter of Education in Bogota. It is interesting to
note that the National University of Colombia
is the second oldest university in the new
world. It was founded on the 27th of April, 1554,
justa few years later than the University of
Lima, Peru. This, naturally, was long before Har-
vard was dreamed of. This university has been
in continuous session in one form or another ever
since. The main, divisions of the National Univer-
sity are located in Bogota, the national capitol,
but there are branches of this University located
in each of the various fourteen states that com-
prise the Republic. 'The general set-up of the
University is quite similar to that of an Ameri-
can university inasmuch as there are a board of
directors, a rector or, president, deans, and pro-
fessors, as well as the usual other groups that
comprise a teaching faculty. The various colleges
are quite similar to any American institution and
comprise medicine, veterinary, fine arts, dentis-
try, engineering, education, athletics, agriculture,
natural science, and architecture. The older build-
ings of the National University were scattered all
over the city of Bogota, but within the last sev-
eral years a new campus with modern buildings is
being erected' in one of the finer suburbs of the
national capitol. These buildings are ultra-
modern, very beautiful to look at, and include
modern dormitories, all on a, magnificently land-
scaped campus. The great Shrine of Monserrate
is visible from nearly all points on' the campus.
The new campus has not been completed as yet,
but will be in a very few years.

in scholastic as well as moral and social perform-
ance. "This is truly a democratic idea for educa-
tion as the costs' to the students are kept at an
absolute minimum, and education is again a
thing which is to be sought after for mental and
social superiority, and not to be used as a medium
to keep people out of useful work for as long a
period as possible.

Being an engineering teacher, I was naturally
verymuch interested in the schools of engineer-
ing. The engineering school was founded in 1861
and has been functioning ever ·since. At the time
of my visit, this college was still in its old quar-
ters in downtown Bogota. Dr. Jorge Triana, a
noted mathematician, was dean. The faculty con-
sists of a staff of some, forty members who teach
civil, industrial, military, and mining engineering.
The electrical and mechanical engineering courses
were quite secondary in importance, but much
mechanical and electrical work is given in all
departments now. All courses in the University
are of six years duration, so that in -the six years
devoted to the study of engineering, the student
is given a very excellent background of the neces-
'sary material, similar to but more thorough than
that offered in most American colleges. For 1941,
the scholastic year began on the 13th of January
and continued through to the 29th of November,
the remainingtime being the vacation period.

It is interesting to note the manner in which
Christmas vacation is observed in Colombia. I
was told that practically, all business of every sort
closes completely on December" 15, the only excep-
tion being such stores as the "Cantinas" which
supply the' food for people. All regular banks,
stores, factories and businesses close, completely,
and the entire country takes a holiday until Janu-
ary 7. Those people living in the cities go to the
country, and vice versa. Those living in the tropi-
cal parts go to the mountains, and vice versa. ,
The whole country just reverses itself and re-
laxes, and the populace does anything but' work.

(Continued on Page 27)
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Engineering laboratory at the University

NO CLASS DISTINCTION

From the catalog of the University, it can be
seen that the tuition for one year is thirty dollars
per student plus five dollars health and infirmary
fee. This fee covers all University expenses.
There are 35 student scholarships of $250 and 10
fellowships of $1800 per year. This, obviously,
takes class distinction out of education, so that
the poor, as well as the rich, may have the same
opportunity. The only requirements are proper
training, desire to, work, and continued excellence
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THE airplane becomes a more complex machine high as possible to reduce size and weight. Mod-
every year, no longer being simply wings, ern sub stratosphere aircraft impose the additional

fuselage, and engine, since present-day perform- provision that the accessory operate at high alti-
ance calls for a large number of power-driven tudes and low temperatures.
accessories. Higher speed means -that the landing The number of power take-offs from the main
gear must be raised; greatersafety requires lower engine will be less and maintenance will be easier,
landing speeds, hence, the use of landing flaps; if fewer types of intermediate power are used.
and reliability and easier operation 'suggest the Radio, lighting, and intercommunication equip-
use of more automatic controls such as the car- ment require electrical power. Most of the other
buretor preheat control. In military aircraft, accessories can be operated electrically or by at
powered gun turrets are used for more efficient least one of the other methods.
fighting. Since electrical power has the characteristics

Assuming that the power for operating these which make it desirable for the operation of al-
accessories comes from the aircraft's engines, it most all accessories, it is the logical choice for
will be necessary' to' get this power from the en- the maj or power distribution system. Wheel
gines to the point in the plane where it is to be brakes, which are operated by either hydraulic
used. It is not practical to make this transfer or pneumatic pressure, and cabin supercharging,
mechanically because the speed would be variable, obtained by passing engine exhaust gases through
and energy transfer by belts or gears' would be a turbine, are two exceptions to the general use
too heavy and bulky to be used for distances of of electrical power.
more than a few inches. The transfer must be There are three standard electrical distribu-
made by using one of the four forms of inter- tion systems in use today : 12-volt direct current,
mediate power: electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic 24-volt direct current, and400-cycle alternating
pressure, or pneumatic vacuum. current. The 12-volt d. c.system has been a

The choice ,of the type of intermediate power standard for many years. It is exactly like the
for any accessory depends on a number of char- electrical system in the automobile in that it
-acteristics. It must be completely reliable; the depends on a generator driven by the engine to
failure of an accessory may endanger the pas- keep storage batteries charged.
sengers or prevent the completion of a military Since 1939, all military planes and the larger
mission. Light weight means an increase in pay- commercial aircraft have been equipped with a
load. The system should require only simple 24-volt system which is the same as the 12-volt
maintenance to save time and cut operation ex- system except for the higher voltage. Raising
pense, A reasonable initial cost would be a definite the voltage to 24 volts made it possible to reduce
advantage, but cost is usually subordinated to the weight of both motors and generators for
the other desirable characteristics. For military the same power output. For instance, a generator
aircraft, the system which is the least vulnerable for a 12-volt system with 750 watts output
should be chosen.' For weighed 32 pounds; a--------------------some accessories, it is generator for a 24-volt
necessary t hat the Airplanes play an important part in our modern civi- system weighing 34
power be available lization, and much research is being undertaken to pounds had the same
when the ship is on the perfect various parts of the aircraft. In this article current rat i n g and
ground. Quick response the author discusses the improvements in the power therefore 1500 watts
assures accurate posi- system for the operation of the various devices in output. This was a 50
tioning of controls. The an, airplane. The author further relates the use of per cent reduction in
efficiency of power electricity and electrical apparatus in the power plant the weight per kilowatt
transfer should be as of .the airplane. Qutput.A similar im-
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provement resulted in the motors. The size of motors and transformers reached a minimum at
cable needed for the higher voltage system is about 240 cycles per second. Gyroscopic instru-
smaller than that required for a 12-volt system, ments, however, required higher frequencies to
and this is a further weight reduction. This in- obtain required rotor speeds. The maximum
crease in voltage is not as great an improvement practical speed for motors is about twenty-four
as it would seem, however, because the decrease thousand r.p.m., which is satisfactory for inter-
in the weight of equipment is partially offset by mittent operation only. This speed was obtained
the necessity of doubling the number 'of batteries. by using a now standard frequency of 400 cycles

It is important that generators be as small in per second.
size as possible since space for mounting on the
rear section of the engine is limited. Besides the
generator, there is at least one magneto, a start-
ing motor, an engine oil pump, a fuel pump, a
hydraulic system oil pump, a pneumatic system
air pump, a tachometer, and miscellaneous syn-
chronizing drives. An increase in the need for
electrical power has led to great improvements in
generators in the past few years. One generator
produced in the last year has a 3-kilowatt out-
put and weighs only 32 pounds. Another, still in
the process of development utilizes forced air
cooling from the slipstream and puts out 6 kilo-

,watts for a weight of 37 pounds. This is 6 pounds
per kilowatt of output as compared to 44 pounds
per kilowatt previously used.

As progress was made in the development of
aircraft, it was seen that many refinements could
be incorporated if alternating current were avail-
able. It would make possible a greatly simplified
system for transferring the indication of engine-
operating conditions to the pilot's instrument
board. The old system of running mechanical
tachometer shafts and oil pressure and fuel pres-
sure lines to the instrument board was a vulner-
able point in the engine-control system.

Alternating current has made possible the use
of fluorescent lighting with its many advantages.
With the same electrical power input, more than

• •• -Photos Courtesy Lear Avia. Inc.
twice as much Iight IS put out from the fluorescent One manufacturer's line of d.c. aircraft motors.
tube as from a tungsten filament. This lessens The emallest is 11/2 inches square.
the lighting drain on the generators. Fluorescent Another series of tests was conducted to con-
lighting achieves the ultimate in glareless instru- sider whether a single or three-phrase system
ment lighting. A filter is installed over the fluores- would be preferable. The single-phase system has
cent lamp to cut out visible light and permit ultra- the advantage of requiring only two cables. The
violet radiations to pass. The ultraviolet radiation three-phase system requires three smaller cables
causes the instrument numerals of radium paint and has the additional disadvantage that the
to fluoresce. Since the source of visible light is the loads on the phases must be reasonably balanced.
numeral itself there can be no glare. A three-phase motor is lighter than a single-phase

The use of thyratron tubes in radio applications motor for the same power output, but where the
requires alternating current. It can also be used motor is to be reversed, the cabling is actually
to advantage for powering gyroscopic instruments lighter for the three-phase system. At the pres-
whose rotors are now driven by pneumatic ent, both systems are used.
vacuum. The two direct-current systems use batteries

The Army Air Corps recently conducted a series as a convenient means of energy storage. Except
of tests to determine the most desirable frequency for this one very important point, there is very
for aircraft use. It was found that the weight of little in their favor.
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In order to keep battery weight down, the volt- a mechanical constant-speed drive is developed.
age must be low. This requirement necessitates At the present time two methods of a. c. genera-
a heavy distribution system and a limit to the tion are used; inverters and accessory power
power which can be transferred. A cable which plants. For fluorescent lighting applications, a
will carryover 200 amperes without excessive vibrator type of inverter will convert either 12 or
voltage drop is too heavy to be practical even 24-volt d.c, into the desired a.c. voltage. This in-

verter is similar in operation to the vibrator-
transformer combination that supplies the high
voltage for the operation of automobile radios.
The maximum frequency available from this type
of converter is about 200 cycles per second. Since
this is far below the 400-c.p.s. standard, vibrator
supplies are not used for other a.c. applications.
It is evident that for generating a frequency of
400 c.p.s., rotating equipment is required. Rotary
inverters operating from either a 12 or 24-volt
d.c. source will supply directly one or two a.c,
voltages. They are available in capacities of from
100 to 1500 volt-amperes with efficiencies of 75
per cent at weights of from 8 to 20 pounds.
Where large amounts of a.c, power are needed, an
accessory power plant is used. It consists of a
gasoline engine of 5 to 30 horsepower driving the
generator. Since this unit can be operated while
the plane is on the ground, power is available with-
out the use of batteries. Maintenance is thus sim-
plified by eliminating d.c. generators from the
main engines.

The power output of a gasoline engine decreases
as the plane's altitude increases. A power plant

A landing. gec:r ~ri~e equipped with a one-horsepower with an output of 30 horsepower at sea level will
motor uih.ich. i« sux inches long. In the control box are .
switches to limit. the travel and relays for handling have an output of 12 horsepower at 20,000 feet.

motor currents of fifty amperes. Supercharging will help in maintaining the re-
quired power output at the present operating alti-

for intermittent duty. There is, therefore, an upper tudes of 35,000 to 40,000 feet, but the super-
limit of 2400 watts or 3.2 horespower on the charger would be nearly as large as the small en-
power transfer by a 12-volt system. In an a. c. gine itself. Consequently it is impractical to con-
system it is only necessary to put in the proper sider an accessory power plant as a primary source
transformer to get any desired voltage. With the of power for high-altitude flying. In military air-
higher voltages possible, the cable sizes can be craft, there is the further disadvantage that ac-
made much smaller for the same power transfer. cessory power plants are vulnerable. Four d.c.

It is easier to maintain a. c. equipment since generators driven by four main engines are much
there are no commutators or brushes to wear as less likely to be disabled than are two accessory
there are in d. c. equipment. The question is not power plants.
yet settled as to whether or not commutation is Most aircraft application of motors are such
good enough at high altitudes to be a distinct that the operation is intermittent, the speed need
disadvantage to the use of d. c. There is a greater not be constant with changing load, and the direc-
tendency for arcing at the brushes because the tion of rotation must be reversible. A landing gear
air is more easily ionized at the reduced air den- drive is a good example. For this type of service
sity of the substratosphere. from a d.c. system, a split-field series motor is

A. c. motors are lighter in weight and have used. In a series motor, the armature current
higher efficiencies than do d. c. motors of the same flows through the field winding to set up the mag-
power. However, the big disadvantage of a. c. lies netic field. Reversing the direction of the current
in its .generation, and the necessity of maintaining in the series field will change the direction of
a constant speed. Since the main engines are of rotation of the armature. The reversal can be
variable speed, they cannot be used directly unless accomplished with a simpler switching circuit if
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two series field windings are used; one for each the use of ball-bearings instead of bronze bearings,
direction. Such is the case in the split-field series accurate balancing, and the use of thin gauge
motor. laminations to reduce iron losses.

~ontinuous-duty motor applications usually One of the chief objections to the use of elec-
require speed to remain constant without reversal. trical power in aircraft was the tendency of
Pumping is an example of this type of motor serv- motor-driven devices to overcoast. This difficulty
ice, and d.c. shunt motors meet these requirements. has been eliminated by the use of the magnetic
A.C. motors are essentially constant speed ma- clutch. Current for the motor flows through a coil
chines, but they can be used in applications where and sets up a magnetic field, which causes two
the speed could be variable. In general the reverse clutch plates to engage and connect the motor to
is not true, so variable speed motors cannot be its load. When the current is interrupted, the
used where a constant speed is required. clutch opens and disconnects the motor, at the

Aircraft motors are designed to give the maxi- same time applying a brake to prevent further
mum power output for a given size and weight. motion of the driven mechanism. The motor arma-
Aluminum is used for parts of the motor frame ture continues to coast until it is brought to rest
not in the magnetic circuit. High speeds give a by its own bearing friction and windage. There-
greater output for a given weight; and conse- fore the pilot can accurately position any elec-
quently, most aircraft motors run at speeds of trically driven device by simply breaking the
10,000 r.p.m. up. This speed can be compared to motor circuit when the desired position is reached.
the 1760 r.p.m, at which refrigerator and washing
machine motors run. In intermittent-duty use, the
motor is assumed to start at some temperature
well below its maximum safe operating tempera-
ture; and during the run, its temperature will rise
to the maximum allowed. Then the motor is al-
lowed to cool before it is run again. In general,
intermittent-duty ratings are 140 per cent of the
continuous-duty rating for the same motor.

Obviously, an increase in the maximum allow-
able temperature will permit more power to be
taken from a motor in a certain length of time.
Several important advancements in insulation in
recent years have made it possible to run motors
at temperatures much higher than were used for-
merly. Glass-insulated wire and high-temperature
varnishes permit operation at temperatures as
high as 200 degrees Centigrade. In fact, the insu-
lation is no longer the limiting factor in the maxi-
mum operating temperature of small d.c. motors.
In these motors, before the insulation is harmed,
the commutators get so hot that the solder melts
and is thrown from the joints where the windings
are connected to the copper commutator bars.
This situation is now being remedied by the use
of high-melting-point solder .· Antenna reel, powered by 1/10 h.p. motor, 1,8 capable

Reduction in size is accomplished by complete of handling 60 feet of wire per minute.
utilization of all the space inside the motor frame,
Windings completely fill the area between the
field poles. The minimum size and weight of motor Until recently, the electrical industry has shown
for any job is obtained when the motor is run at little interest in designing equipment to meet the
its full ratings, and therefore a large number of special needs of the aviation industry. As a result,
motor sizes are necessary to cover all possible ap- many other types of accessory power have been
plications. used for duties which electrical power could quite

Aircraft motors run at efficiencies that are very easily perform. This situation is now being reme-
high for their small horespower. Their high effi- died, and the near future should show greatly
ciency is accomplished by precision workmanship, increased use of electrical power in aircraft.
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X·RAY..-ANALYZER, HEALER

CHARLES A. RIGGS
G.E.143

The author, one of the co-ops -emploued by the solution; but even so the tremendous heat dictates
Kelley-Koett Manufacturing Company, does not the approximate shape of the tube. Usually a
attempt to discuss the technical aspects of a large volume of space is given to the anode and
highly specialized sub-ject but wants to remind the cathode, while the potential inlets are kept
the readers that there does exist such a specialized as far apart as possible to prevent sparking.
business as the manufacture of X-ray apparatus. These few points will illustrate the difficulties
Such an organization, recognized as one of the encountered in tube construction. There are many
leaders in the field, 'operates in Covington, Ken- others, some of which are not yet clearly under-
tucky, where the home office and factory of the stood.
Kelley-Koett Company employ some 300 Greater Let us assume, however, that we have an X-ray
Cincinnatians. tube. How are we to use it? How may it be safely

put into the hands of doctors and technicians so
WHAT .are X-rays? How are they applied in that i.t may benefit society? The answer~ to these

practice? These are the two primary ques- questions embrace modern X-ray practice,
tions with which this article is concerned. X-rays have been found particularly adapted

X-rays are produced when certain metals are to treatment and diagnosis. The latter finds use in
bombarded by very fast-moving electrons. Elec- the industrial world as well as the medical. For
trons are negatively charged particles which or igi- example, in the examination of boiler welds and
nate at a hot cathode and which travel to an anode castings less than three inches thick, flaws and
or target with a very high" velocity. The cathode gas pockets can been seen in any X-ray photo-
is merely a filament, usually spun of tungsten graph. Quality products are not destroyed by this
wire; the anode may be wrought tungsten. The
velocity is imparted to the electrons by maintain-
ing a very high potential difference between the
anode and the cathode. The bombardment of the
anode by these high-speed electrons produces ra-
diations at a frequency so high as to be invisible.
These radiations, similar to light, heat, and radio
waves, are X-rays.

To obtain the necessary high speed of the elec-
trons, all interference must be eliminated; and
hence these rays are produced in a high vacuum
tube, very similar in nature 'to a radio tube or an
ordinary incandescent light bulb. However there
exist many differences which could lead us into
a detailed discussion of tube design and opera-
tion. Let us skirt this highly technical point and
consider only several important factors which
may bear on the general discussion of practical
uses for the tube.

The output of an X-ray tube increases in direct
proportion to the square of the voltage across it.
Thus, quantities of power as large as 60 kilowatts
are required. Most of this energy is dissipated as
heat, and the difficult problem of cooling the tube
is presented. Tubes cooled by water, circulating
within the glass and near the cathode, are one
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method, but frequently horizontal, vertical, and
angular shots must be taken to insure accuracy.
Due to prohibitive costs, this method of examina-
tion has not, as yet, been accepted by industry
except in the production of high grade welded
pressure vessels and airplane propellors. There-
fore, the use of X-rays has been forced to remain
largely in the medical field.

Fundamentally, X-rays are destructive; they
tend to kill human tissues. Therefore, an ideal
use for X-rays is the destruction of tissues dis-
eased by cancer. Secondly, X-rays possess the
quality of causing certain crystals to fluoresce.
Cardboard coated with tungstate of calcium will
glow under X-ray action. If the human hand is
placed between this screen and the tube, the
opaque portions, namely, the bones, will absorb
more of the X-rays than the surrounding flesh
and, therefore, will be seen on the screen as dark
shadows.

High-voltage direct current is needed to operate
an X-ray tube. It is obtained by rectifying the
high potential output of the secondary coil on a
transformer. The primary coil of the transformer
operates from any ordinary 120-volt alternating
current through a suitable control panel. Besides
the tube, a complete X-ray machine, therefore,
consists of a high-tension transformer, a rec- Multicron Vertical Control Panel
tifier, and a control panel. C~' ---

X-ray apparatus must meet two primary de- the desired one, are moved around on the film and
mands: it must be adapted for treatment work, hence are not recorded.
and it must be suitable for diagnostic work. To Treatment machines require fewer accessories
meet these two demands by the medical world, than diagnostic apparatus ; however, the electri-
the industry has developed a score of machines. cal problem becomes more complicated. The deep
Some are designed for only one phase of the therapy (from the Greek-"art of healing")
work, but the majority have overlapping uses. machine operates at 1,200,000 volts. Ordinarily,

Thus the laminagraph, one of the most interest- therapy machines use 60,000 volts, while diagnos-
ing, complicated, and expensive machines manu- tic machines use about 40,000 volts. The deep
factured, is designed to focus, not by a lens but therapy machine can penetrate about one inch of
by a mechanical method, X-rays for photographic lead while 40,000 volts can be effectively stopped
work. In the accompanying illustration, it can by one millimeter of lead. To protect the opera-
be seen that the machine has three important tor from dangerous burns resulting from con-
levels. They are the tube (the cables from which tinuous exposure to such rays, thick sheets of
are seen leading off to the transformer) ; the body lead are used wherever it is thought that stray
level, which is horizontal; and the level of the rays may penetrate.
film plate. I~ using high-voltage machines it is imperative

The theory of the machine is simple. If an that voltage, current, and time, the three vary-
X-ray picture is taken through the human chest, ing quantities used in X-ray work, are measured
all the bones will show on the film as shadows, accurately. Since a slight error may mean severe
and it becomes impossible to determine their rela- consequences for the patient, the control panel
tive positions. In this machine both the film and must accurately measure these quantities.
the tube travel a circular path, while the object The complicated panel shown in the illustration
to be photographed remains stationary. By ad- contains the following instruments: the meter
justing the vertical height of the tube, any thin at the top left. to measure d.c. milliamperes (with
cross-section of the body can be photographed two scales for treatment and diagnosis), the cen-
while the remaining sections, before and behind' tral dial to measure milliampere-seconds, and the

(Continued on Page 32)
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TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

JAMES R. WICHMAN
C.E. '43

NEXT to the weather, no one single factor in lin Krernl, director of the Northwestern Traffic
.our everyday environment causes so much dis- Safety Bureau, in the "Accident Investigation

cussion as the street traffic situation. It affects Manual." Yet recently a man prominent in
not only our time schedules, but also our nervous Washington, D. C., affairs stated to the public
systems. Like the economic situation, almost every that all that was needed to cure the traffic muddle
person has his or her pet solution was more policemen. When pub-
for the entire traffic problem. lie officials are convinced that
Quite often, each person's idea Traffic engineering is a profession it is not necessary for the police
means the relief of some particu- which requires a specially trained to nurse traffic snarls, a step
lar situation which annoys rela- technician. The answers to traffic toward bettering the situation
tively few people. The problem problems can be found only by a will have been taken. As a
must be approached from the traffic engineer who makes traffic- corollary, the police will have
standpoint of the greatest good controlling factors harmonize with more time to perform other
to the greatest number. the idiosyncrasies of the people necessary functions.

The problem of curing the whom they serve. The perfect co- If any plan involving peo-
traffic illness is to a large degree ordination of the police. governmen- ple is devised there must be
a municipal function. It is true tal officials, and the public with the some provision for educating
that states and counties have to traffic engineer is essential to the the people concerning their
deal with traffic problems, too, successful solution of these problems. duties in relation to the scheme.
but the situation in the more It is strange that so many
populus districts is a more com- of us grow up without the
plex and far more important because of the greater benefit of any formal training in behavior
number of individuals directly affected. Therefore, as a driver of a motor vehicle or as a pedestrian.
only the work of municipal governmental depart- Every day we take our lives in our hands and
ments will be considered. navigate the public highways. It seems logical

There are three fairly distinct forces at work that more emphasis should be put on universal
trying to improve the traffic and safety situation. safety training. There is some question as to just
These forces are commonly known as the three who should do the educating. Since much of the
E's of traffic-enforcement, education, and engi- educational program must deal with obeying traf-
neering. The first two have definite fields and fic laws for one's own good, the police have gen-
endeavor. Anything which does not fit into either erally become associated with traffic safety edu-
of those fields is classified under the heading of cation. The difficulty lies in finding enough officers
engineering. who can become satisfactory teachers.

The municipal police department is concerned Various civic organizations sponsor safety edu-
with the enforcement of the legal code. In this cational campaigns from time to time. These are
capacity the department has jurisdiction when a indicative of a fine willingness to serve the com-
vehicle or pedestrian violates an ordinance which munity, but there is danger in the fact that
has been set up to regulate street traffic. Law private safety efforts lack coordination with simi-
enforcement, alone, is sufficient work for the po- lar governmental efforts. The best coordinator for
lice. However, the police have also been obliged to safety education would be the city official in
concern themselves with so-called traffic jams. charge of traffic control. It would be that official's
The control of traffic is not a police function, ex- duty to see that all educational programs conform
cept as a temporary measure while proper engi- to the accepted standards. A unified education
neering is forthcoming, or as an emergency system would aid enforcement and engineering
measure during periods of abnormal conditions. departments by securing the cooperation of the
This principle is approved by Lieutenant Frank- public in all phases of traffic control. Since the
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educational material involved is dependent upon carry the most vehicles possible. The traffic engi-
the nature of the' general traffic program, which neer is the one who must see to it that every street
is the function of the engineering department, a and thoroughfare leads to some definite destina ..
discussion of that program is necessary. tion.

The traffic problem is largely a matter of line The underlying principle in all traffic engineer-
and volume of vehicular flow. The nature of this ing is that people must be allowed to come and,
flow is quite complex and difficult to predict, since go in a natural course, not in a forced artificial
it is subject to innumerable conditions of time, way. On the basis of this principle, a complete
place, weather, season, and the like-and' most scheme of design can be developed. One of the
important, to the whims of human minds. It is most-used tools in highway design at present is
natural that an effective method of handling so the traffic count. By first learning where the peo-
complex and unpredictable a flow has taken a long ple want to go, the engineer can provide a better
time to reach even the modest state of develop- ' means of getting them there, Under the old sys-
ment that the science of traffic engineering is in tern, a new highway would be laid out along any
today. convenient route, but now the engineers can tell

When motor vehicles first became numerous quite accurately where the traffic traveling a cer-
and impeded each other's progress, the first effort tain route comes from and goes. This problem
at solving the situation by engineering was made. of locating the routes is rather easily solved by
The early traffic control devices were of various learning the destinations people want to reach;
interesting, amusing and even dangerous types. but that is not all of the problem.
For example, the first semaphore used in London Making a mere street into a traffic channel has
in 1868 was of the railroad type; it was removed been attempted by pure civil engineering meth-
after the semaphore fell and killed the constable ods. Here, however, difficulties arise, for drivers
who was operating it. In 1913 a semaphore was do not navigate their vehicles according to the
first used in the United States. Two years later, blue print on the engineer's drawing board; auto-
an elaborately improved device was set in opera- mobile drivers are affected by psychological fac-
tion in San Francisco. It featured a double pointed tors which do not appear under compass and
arrow, with "STOP" on each face, which was re- straight edge on the paper. The best example of
valved by an electric motor overhead. For the go a psychological factor in highway designs 'an
signal a police whistle sounded two blasts for effect which may be termed "illusion value." It
North-South traffic; one blast for East-West traf- is the illusion value of a curb which makes a
fie. In case of an emergency, the arrow revolved driver shy away even though there is space to
and the whistle blew continuously. The sign was spare between his vehicle and the curb. Illusion
illuminated at night. value in uncontrolled cases causes drivers to stay

When it became apparent that stop-and-go away from certain parts of a roadway so that the
types of control did not always decrease conges- effective width of the roadways is considerably
tion, efforts were made to build new channels for reduced. What many highway designers forget is
traffic flow. It is now recognized that traffic engi- that the traffic flows through the effective width
neering deals with creating efficient traffic chan- of a street and not through the blue print width.
nels out of present channels or with constructing ~n the other hand, illusion. value may be used posi-
entire new ones. The task may seem simple but tively to effect proper routing of traffic lanes with-
it is difficult to do the job .economically and with o~t e~dangering the vehicles with physical ob-
reasonable assurance that the resulting construe- structions, The so-called mushroom markers
tion will perform the desired function.

One way of eliminating traffic congestion is to
enlarge present traffic channels. This method
used as an exclusive measure is expensive: street
building and widening are costly; unless the
streets are improved in proportion to their traffic
carrying capacities, the funds expended on them
are wasted. The enlargement method frequently
results in a beautiful, wide boulevard which leads
into narrow streets at its terminus. The result is
congestion which wipes out the beneficial effects
of the artery. The mistakes of the past show that
mere road width does not insure the ability to
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public vehicles exists during a strenuous arma-
ment effort, when gasoline consumption is cur-
tailed, automobile production is slashed, and
prices are high.

Briefly, an ideal and entirely practical trans-
portation system would consist of a trunk sys-
tem of rail transportation. The function of the
bus lines would be to collect passengers from the
residential or business districts and transport
them to some junction with the primary or trunk
rail system. They would then travel over the
trunk system until they reached the trunk line
stations nearest their destinations. A distribution
of passengers would follow the same scheme as
the gathering thereof. Central business districts
would be stations on the trunk line system and as
such would require no auxiliary bus lines. This
type of transportation system, successfully em-
ployed in Newark, New Jersey, since 1937, would
be the ultimate aim of the rapid transit system
in the city of Cincinnati. The plan is too extensive
to undertake as a single project, but the altera-
tion of the present system by steps would achieve
the desired result.

However, a great deal of cooperation between
the municipal government and existing transpor-
tation companies would be necessary. Changes
would be made slowly or not at all unless urged
by the public. Thus the fruition of any improve-
ment plans depend to a great extent upon public
opinion.

The need for selling an engineering scheme to
the people underlies one of the most important
qualifications of the traffic engineer-his ability
to impress the public. Much of the pseudo-
engineering of traffic and transportation today is
carried on under the influence of a very few per-
sons. Little regard is paid to the opinions of the
masses of people a.ffected. In situations where ac-
tion is so dependent on public opinion, real pro-
gress will be made only when the people are given
some voice in deciding a course of action. This
does not mean that the public will do the engi-
neering, but that public opinion on the subject
can be so molded that the engineering projects
sponsored by the traffic engineer will receive full
support of the people.

The traffic problem is a complex one requiring
the efforts of specialists in traffic engineering.
A solution should be made on the basis of adapt-
ing the transportation and traffic facilities to the
habits of the people instead of making the people
adapt themselves to the facilities. A successful
answer will only result from complete under-
standing and cooperation among the police, the
government officials, the traffic engineer, and the
public.
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Lane markers make use of illusion value

present a rather wicked appearance to the eye but
are really quite harmless if run over by an auto-
mobile. Undoubtedly much can be accomplished
by extensive use of all psychological effects in the
design of future traffic channels.

It is not possible in the short space of one arti-
cle to discuss in detail the principles of highway
design. However, the problem of highway design
is of secondary importance in comparison with the
ideal solution of the complete traffic problem.

Heretofore we have considered chiefly the prob-
lem of giving the motor vehicle the most efficient
channel possible, in accordance with the popular
belief that the traffic is made up of vehicles. Most
of the suggested solutions to the problem consider
the motor vehicle as something inherent. This is
a false assumption. The real problem lies not
especially in moving vehicles, but in moving
people.

Consider a city in which it is necessary for
vast numbers of persons to be transported from
homes to offices and back. In the majority of
cases it would be possible to load all the passen-
gers of several automobiles into one motor bus.
The saving in street space would be considerable.
The minority cases in which the persons travel
routes non-coincident with the bus routes always
must be served by private cars. However, the
saving of vehicular channel space in the districts
of .highest concentration of traffic is the factor
which affects the most people. It is there that the
most effort must be applied. Of course, it is ap-
parent that most present transportation systems
could not handle the increased traffic effectively.
By methods similar to those used in determining
where vehicles go, the routes of individuals could
be checked. If an efficient transportation system
could be fitted into the pattern of such routes,
the public could be made to see that they would
save time, money, and worry by riding the public
transports instead of jamming streets with pri-
vate automobiles. An added incentive to riding
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CO· OP CAPERS
ARMANDO FUSARO

CH.E. '44

CONGRATULATIONS go to Doug Vest who predicted that all of the senior girls would be
has recently received the chairmanship of married in a year. (Ruth Mueller says he really

Co-op Day. Doug is very active around the knows his stuff and statistics.) Tea in the shape
campus. Other than being the president of the of fermented punch added a definite flavor to the
A.I.Ch.E. and former editor of the Co-op Engi- party.
neer, he is active in Omicron Delta Kappa, Tau At a banquet in the Union, Pi Chi Epsilon made
Beta Pi, Alpha Chi Sigma, and Phi Lambda Upsi- awards to five girls having the highest scholar-
Ion. Besides these activities he has nothing to ship in their respective classes. The awards were
do, so the Engineering Tribunal appointed him presented by Dr. Bird to Jeanne Aerni, freshman
as helmsman for Co-op Day. Knowing Doug as (winner of the Pi Chi Epsilon scholarship);
we do, we all look forward to a very successful Marian Gorsuch and Minnie Stein, sophomores;
exhibition. Ida Lee Feldman, prejunior; and Genevieve

At several football games this season, the Smith, junior. Everyone except the freshmen had
Chern boys and the Bus. Ad. janes got together to wear pigtails, so old-fashioned movies were
and organized a cheering section. In other words shown to make everyone feel right at home.
they were the life of the fans. Many razzle dazzle AEROS
cheers were brought to the attention of the fans
and the conservative cheer leading department. The I.Ae.S. had m~etings every Sa~urday af-
This is a starting point for more enthusiastic ternoon. Supplementing these meetings were
cheering from, the "eat's got my tongue" students. lectu~es and pictures relating to subjects of gen-
(Attention l! All students! 1) eral Interest.

An official Aero communique stated that the
ELECTRICALS gang got together up at Shipley's and had a rous-

On November 11, the second section of the ing time. All other facts were withheld and are
A.I.E.E. was host to the downtown sections of the left to the imagination of the reader.
A.I.E.E. and I.R.E. Dr. H. B. Eachson of the CHEMICALS
General Electric Research Laboratories gave a " ,.".
very interesting semi-technical talk on "Light- On All Haunts NIght, sometime known as
ning." Hallowe'en, the Chemicals decided to haunt Kla-

In the first section Eta Kappa Nu pledged twelve wi~ter's B~rn, which ,;as located in Delhi Town-
men. The pledges included the following Seniors: ship, During the evenmg one could see and hear
Cal Bass, Ted Popp and Bill Weber : Juniors- various spooks dancin', jivin', singin', eatin',
Glenn Clevenger, H~rold Hancock, L~nn Marsh, drinkin', and smoki~' the other guy's cigarettes.
Carl Schneider, Chuck Sheridan, Morris Triplett, No one was. allowed .In unles~ wearmg the formal
R. Triplett, Jack Van Wye, and Paul Yingst. brawl fashI?nS, ~hICh ~onsIst of ~veralls, clod-
They were all entertained at EI Patio where "Gen- hoppers, plaid shirt, no ties, and varIOUSother ar-
eral" Van Wye demonstrated his ve;sion.·of "Who ticles! Masks were not required since most of the
Murdered the La Conga ?" Late in October the Chems don't need them. The great "Social Tro-
pledges were entertained at Hotel Alms. Profes- phy" was awarded to one of the classes for show-
sor McGrane was the speaker of the evening. ing their excellence in something or other (no one

seems to remember, 3.2?). Since memories were
BUSINESS ADS temporarily suspended, the time of departure re-

Pi Chi Epsilon and the Co-ep Club gave a tea mains a mystery.
for the incoming freshmen during the first week Interclass football among the Cherns proved
of Section II. The affair shifted quickly from very successful this year. The seniors took the
a tea to a general bull session, with the gossipers league with a record of four wins and one tie
talking about others who were not there. The against no defeats. The -latest official A.I.Ch.E.
masculine angle was represented by Dr. Bird who message places the casualty number at about fif-
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teen. The propaganda department is probably This dinner meeting supplemented various noon-
working overtime. However, as Doug Vest and a time meetings held throughout the section.
certain freshman will point out, everything was The second section of the A.S.C.E. held a stag
in fun and everyone (?) had a good time. party at Hindenberger's on University Avenue.

The Saturday of the sixth week of the second Some of the more conservative entertained them-
section, while the grinds were home studyin' and selves at cards, while from the corners the pluto-
the soldiers were at "The Ball" strutting, the rest crats could be heard shouting "Shoot the Buck."
of the Chemicals hiked out to Stricker's Grove (Wonder what they were doing?) The party
and had some real fun. Above the rattles of the must have been long and good because only half
freckled marbles, and the slurps of the liquid the class showed up Saturday for classes.
dieters, one could hear a combination of the
"Barber Shop Polytets" and some hot jive. Dick MECHANICALS
"Big Stuff" Norton and Howard "Hold-me-up" The first section Mechanicals challenged the
Kirsch, took the spotlight with some real hot faculty to bowling. The faculty, except Elmer
jitterbug stuff. Around midnight disaster struck. Schilling, seeing the size of the upper classmen,
Doug Vest, wandering about looking for suitable failed to show up. However, the parties were a
"blackout material" was caught empty-handed success, even if everyone did bowl low. Every
when the mazdas went out. With nothing to do other frame was one for refreshment (?). Elmer
and not being able to see more than two hundred Schilling showed the boys the art of bowling,
feet in front of him, the little dictator mistook while Don Schmalzl showed everyone how not to
"Ladies" for "Exit." Wow!! He still says he got get a high score.
the black eye playing football. (Ed. Note: He Eight of the Section II seniors formed a card
really did get it playing football, but this story club. (Reminds you of old women except that they
made better reading.) Since all good (?) things didn't play bridge.) The boys would go to each
have to come to an end and since the Vic needle other's homes, raid the ice box, settle down to a
was worn out, things started to quit happening good game (for some), raid the ice box again, and
about thirty-eleven o'clock. then finally settle down for some slumber. The

winners were not mentioned but we find that Bev-
COMMERCIALS erly Hills has offered a job to Lloyd Whitesell.

On a certain Saturday night the senior class (Wonder what system he uses?)
of the Corns, consisting of eight sturdy (they must On Wednesday, December 10, the A.S.M.E. held
be to be seniors) engineers got together to cele- a banquet at the Union. After the eats, the gang
bate the coming marriage of Jim Bowen. The picked up everything and journeyed to the Physics
party was a traveling one, stopping at various Building where Mr. Balinkin gave a talk on Color
places at various times and draining the facilities Photography. From here they invaded the game
of several well-known establishments as Shipley's room and really went to town. Everyone played
and the Dutch Mill. Several fell by the wayside, ping pong and billiards, with a lot of noise com-
but the stalwart went on to see "Old Sol" peep ing from a table made up of Grill, Bowman, Me-
over the hill. Among the conversation could be Creary, and Binne. It seems that someone changed
heard exclamations against the change of curricu- the numbers on the balls.
lum and the change of their name to General
Engineer. TAU BETA PI

CIVILS Sometime this section and somewhere in Ohio
Delta Kappa Sigma, honorary civil fraternity, (rumored to be Klawitter's Barn) the Tau Betas

held their initiations for each section at Mariemont held a regular stomp. Due to the lack of attend-
Inn on Fridays, October 24 and December 5. Art ance, there was a slight lull in activities. How-
Brand, president, presided as toastmaster. The ever, things picked up when the gang got together
Section I initiates were Phil Grad, Joe Wiener, and let out some semi-crude yelping. (Any re-
John Harding, Boise Macon, and Kurt Weis- semblance to singing was very accidental.) Bob
bacher. Section II initiates included Dick Humph- Tour insisted that all glasses should be empty and
reys, Royce Jennings, Bob Howe, and Don floored eight of them from waiter Vest's hand.
Semsprott. At one part of the evening, to add to the fun,

The first section of A.S.C.E. held a dinner meet- coke bottles were seen flying from here to there.
ing at the Union. The guest speaker was Mr. (Darn those Aeros!) Many people would like
Burroughs of the Bell Telephone Company w110 to know where Bill Owens was when the party
showed .movies of his recent trip to the. West. broke up. (As does he!)
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in the nation's defense effort

K -a type of carrier telephone cir- to carry as many as twelve separate con-
cuit-is now heing built into many versations at the same time. K carrier

miles of Long Distance cable lines to is one of the ways we have found of
increase their capacity. adding a lot of long circuits in a hurry

Engineers at Bell Telephone Labora- to meet defense communication needs.
tories developed this circuit which en- Such problems constantly challenge
abIes two pairs of wires in parallel cables Bell System men with pioneering minds.
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MAN AND HAPPINESS
TAU BETA PI ESSAY

J. RENE ROCHE
G.E. '42

As a man attains maturity in his life, world to its present state. We leave philosophy
he finds himself more and more con- to scholars in our educational institutions and
cerned with two major problems into think of it as a very abstract study. In reality,
which all of his endeavors and activities it is this science which is the doorway through
may be classified. These problems .are which we must pass in order to gain what we all

I the preservation of life and the quest for want in this world.
happiness .. The fir~t of. these two prob- A man's philosophy, as I shall use the word,

.. lems requires man s. primary eff~rt, but means his whole mental background, which deter-
still IS only a necessary condition for seeking the mines the way he will react under material and
latter. Living is no end in itself; man lives and mental stimuli. . Few people ever consider just
struggles for the means of living only to be able what makes them feel or act the way they do, and
to be happy. as a result they later can look back on a long

Men may speak of their purpose in life, or reli- tr~il of bl~?ders as they s.tum~le along .h0~i~g for
gions may teach that we live for one cause or things to turn out all right." Some Indlvld~als
another; but I am sure that if we follow these can?ot ~e hap~y under any circumstances, since
purposes and causes to their fundamentals, their their phIlosophI.es do .n~t allow th~m to be happy.
justification invariably will be the happiness of SUC? are certain relIglou~ f~natlcs, true StOICS,
the individual. These causes and purposes may cynics, and ?thers .of the~r Ilk. However, most
be so widely divergent that one would not imagine people do h~ve philosophies that would ~~able
that they all could lead to the same end; but that ~hem to attain happiness unde~ most condItIon~,
they all can is due to the fundamental charac- If they would only stop to realize on what their
teristic of happiness, that is, that happiness is happiness really depended.
purely a state of mind. To gain this realization and to derive the bene-

. . . fits therefrom requires mainly an open-minded,
~en may speak of wanting certain mate~Ial objective analysis of one's own philosophy. This

objects to make themselves happy or of looking is the most impo ta t t· trvi t ttai
b k t · t f thei lif d d idi r n par In ryrng 0 a amac a a previous par 0 err 1 e an eCI .lng happiness; for, once a realization of why one
that they were not happy eve~ though ~t that time thinks and acts as one does has been attained, it
they thought that they were, bu.t strIctly. speak- is relatively a simple matter, from then on, to
mg, these statemen!s are false. SI~ce happiness IS act in situations so that one may get what isreally
purely a ~tate of mind, t~~ very thinking that on.e wanted. It is not a question of setting up go'~Is:for
IShappy ISth~ only.condItIon necessary ~o: happi- which to strive, or fighting the world to 'g~j~,' a
~ess at any given ~Ime. Any other conditions are position of dominance over fellow men, but rather;
Irrel~vant excep~ In that they may alter a state a process of gently adapting one's self into the
of mind, For t~lS reason, ~e find that m~n~ pe?- present scheme of things, and from there striv-
ple, after spending the major part of their life In ing subtly for one's own ends
attempting to attain some material end, gradually ·
awaken to the realization that this material object One may not like the way the world is running,
will in no way help to give them what they are but it has so vast an inertia in both a physical
really seeking-happiness. It is a lack of under- and mental sense that no individual, by directly
standing of the fundamental requisites for happi- applied force, can alter its path. A subtle gentle
ness that causes this deplorable condition. It seems force, acting in the desired direction, will have
strange that men go to great lengths to plan means much more effect in veering the world toward the
for gaining immediate material desires, yet will desired path. If enough people would strive just
rarely pause to think of what they really want for happiness for themselves and stop worrying
from life and of some general plan for attaining about the rest of the world, I believe that they
their fundamental desires. would find that the rest of the world would grad-

ually take a path that would be best for all. Gain
I believe that it is lack of thought by ordinary happiness for thyself and the world as a whole

people in this direction that has brought this will be that much better. ' ,
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THE SECOND DISCOVERY OF AMERICA
In America, science is discovering a vast new world-a resins, particularly to meet defense needs. This is why it is not possible,

stupendous world that Columbus never dreamed of This at present, to supply all manufacturers of articles for personal and home
. • ...•. use with all the "Vinylite" resins needed. Against the return of more

new America ISboundless. Its riches are infinite, thanks In normal times, when larger quantities for normal uses will again be avail-
large measure to the magic of synthetic organic chemistry. able, manufacturers are invited to test these new plastics ... to develop

One of the. discoveries in this field is an amazing series of new and improved things to be made from them .. · so that all can benefit

h.. I · "V· I·"·' from the discovery of "Vinylite" resins.
synt etic p astros-> Iny rte resms, • • •

In one form or another, these astounding materials appear "V'invlite" resins and plastics are supplemented by the well-known prod-
in such diverse essentials as food-can linings ... and tank-car ucts 0/ Bakelite Corporation. The resins themselves are produced by
linings; as airplane cockpit covers ... and non-flammable in- Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation. Certain elastic sheetings and

. . .. • .. films are made from these resins and marketed by National Carbon Com-
sulation for VItal electrical wrrmg ; as corrosion-resistant pany, Inc., under the trade-mark "Krene;" while other compounded forms
wrappings for cross-continental pipe lines ... and welders' useful in electrical insulation are marketed by Halowax Corporation.
goggles. as the thin film on paper which is put inside bottle The monufacture 0/ all these products has been greatly facilitated by the

, . isib · · . · metallurgical experience 0/ Electro Metallurgical Company and Haynes
caps ... and as the InVlSI Ie mterlayer In the sandwich of Stellite Company and by the metal-fabricating knowledge 0/ The Linde
safety glass. Air Products Company. All 0/ these companies are Units 0/ Union Car-

"Vinylite" resins can be formed, drawn, laminated, and bonded. bide and Carbon Corporation.
In basic form, they are odorless, tasteless, and non-toxic, and range from
non-flammable to slow-burning. They can be made stiff or flexible. . . CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION
hard or soft .•• colorless or almost any color under the sun ... trans- Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
parent, translucent, or opaque. And the result is resistant to oxidation. . . rTT":I'";I
waterproof .•• alcohol-, alkali-, and acid-resistant. 30 East 42nd Street ~ New York, N. Y.

These unusual properties have created a heavy demand for "Vinylite" Producers of Synthetic Organic Chemicals



HISTORY REPEATS
ROBERT L. TOUR.

CH.E: 142

ITmust be with a certain amount of pride and
self-satisfaction that Colonel Sidney Guthrie re-

turns to the University of Cincinnati in 1941 as
Professor of Military Science and Tactics, for to
him goes the credit of forming theR.o.T.C. unit
at the University in 1919. Much has transpired in
the 18 years since Colonel Guthrie left-students
have come and gone, the faculty has changed some-
what, and the College of Engineering and Com-
merce has grown until it ranks with the best in
the country. Through the years the R.o.T.C. has
kept pace with the Engineering College, from
which it draws most of its members. Under the
capable administration of Colonel Guthrie and
his successors, the unit has made an enviable rec-
ord- for itself among R.o.T.C. units throughout
the land. So it must be with pardonable pride
that the man who formed the organization returns
to head it for the second time.

The Reserve Officers Training Corps, or the
R.o.T.C. as it is more popularly called, developed
out of the National Defense Act, passed by Con-
gress in 1916. However, it was not until 1919
that the late Herman Schneider, then Dean of the
Engineering College, requested that a unit be es-
tablished at the University of Cincinnati, and it
was Colonel Guthrie who was called upon to start
it. A graduate of West Point in 1905, Colonel
Guthrie was no novice at handling men or difficult
situations. IHe had served in the Philippines and
at various posts in the United States and at the -
close of the- .World- War was in command of a
regiment. in France. His regiment was mustered
out in April, 1919, and on June 1 of the same year
he was sent to Cincinnati. In January, 1920, be-
cause of the demobilization of the Army, he
reverted to the grade of Captain and was then
promoted to the grade of Major on the first of
July of the same year.

A better man for the job at hand could not have
been found. At that time, due to the efforts of
Dean Schneider, military training was compul-
sory for all students in the Engineering College ;
and although the College did not have the enroll-
ment which it now has, the number of men to be
handled was quite large. To realize the enormity
of the task at hand, it should also be considered
that there were no cadet officers or advanced
course men and that the R.O.T.C. was a new idea.
A man was needed who was a strict disciplinarian,
but one who did not exercise his authority un-
wisely; one who could deal tactfully with problems
that had never arisen before; and lastly, one who
could, by a spirit of cooperation and intelligence,
earn the respect and friendship of the faculty.
That Colonel Guthrie met these requirements, and

more, is evidenced by the resolution adopted unani-
mously by the faculty of the College of Engineer-
ing and Commerce on the occasion of his retire-
ment due to illness. in 1923. The following is the
resolution, reprinted from the March, 1923, issue
of the Cooperative Engineer.

"The Faculty has learned with deep regret of
the retirement of Major Sidney Guthrie from the
Service, and the consequent termination of his con-
nection with the University of Cincinnati as Pro-
fessor of Military Science and Commandant of the
R.O.T.C. \

"D-uring nearly four years of service in this capacity,
Major Guthrie has won the highest esteem of both
students and faculty in the College of Engineering
and Commerce. By his thorough knowledge, his
example of devoted effort, and the quiet influence of
his personality, rather than by precept, he has shown
military service to be not only a patriotic duty but
also a high privilege of citizenship. Although a
strict discipIina:rian, he has exercised authority in a
spirit of fairness. The remarkable morale which he
has built up in his org-anization is thus the result,not
of .arbitrary compulsion, but of inspiration which
compels every man to do his best.

"In his relations with the Faculty, Major Guthrie
has been uniformly helpful. He has handled with tact
and intelligence many difficult. administrative prob-
lems. Through a well-defined' plan of cooperation in
schedules and curriculum, carried out with sympathy
and understanding, he has made the training in mili-
tary science an organic part of the general instruc-
tion given to students in the College of Engineering
and Commerce.

"In adopting this expression of its appreciation
and esteem, the Faculty extends to Major Guthrie
the most cordial good wishes for the future."
Colonel Guthrie's retirement lasted until Janu-

ary, 1941, during which time he was promoted to
a Colonel on the retired list. In January he was
called to active duty in charge of a Junior R.O.T.C.
unit at Owensboro, Kentucky, with the rank of
Major, the rank which he held when he retired.
This assignment lasted until June, 1941, when
President Walters requested that he be trans-
ferred to the University of Cincinnati to fill the
vacancy left when his immediate predecessor as
Professor of Military Science, Colonel Higgins,
was transferred.

So it is that the man who began the organization
and guided it for four years, returns to head it
again. Although the present unit is not as large
as it was during certain periods when training
was compulsory, it boasts of the largest advanced
course enrollment it ever had, and the morale
under the present administration has improved
greatly. Those seniors who are about to. graduate
from the R.O.T.C. and receive their commissions
as Reserve Officers do so with a feeling of con-
fidence that the unit will be guided to even greater
heights by the man who gave it such a good start
back in 1919.
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Once there was a jitterbug
that weighed 800 tons!

How Westinghouse Engineers Made Vi.
brating Turbine Generators Calm Down

WHEN the two-pole turbine gener- ity. But Westinghouse engineers did The other set goes along with vertical
ator came along, it was hailed as something better. They cut several but not with horizontal vibrations.

a great thing. And it was. It delivered grooves across the solid sections. These ~ The effect of this ingenious arrange-
enormous amounts of amps and volts, grooves made the rotor's rigidity equal men is that there is no motion at all
did a titanic electrical job. But. . . on all sides, without disturbing the where the links are attached to the stator

Its rotor vibrated and endangered the magnetic flux. T~e turbine g:nera:or foundation! The vibration at the sup-
alignment of the bearings, collector rings, worked at top efficiency, the vibration ports is reduced by 75%, the noise low-
and brushes. Its stator vibrated and at the supports was reduced 88%, the ered to less than ordinary power station
made the foundations tremble. And, to rings, brushes, and collector rings didn't noise levels!
make bad things worse, the vibrations take such a shaking-up. The job was done. Stator vibration
were different from those found in the was absorbed. Rotor vibration was
four-pole 1800-rpm machines-and they calmed down. Westinghouse engineers
couldn't be eliminated by the usual bal- had 3600-rpm, two-pole turbine gene-
ancing methods. Engineers had a tough rators pouring out great electric power,
problem on their hands. and making no more vibration than
~ Westinghouse engineers studied the machines running at half their speed.
rotor and found that it was acting like a
two-by-four piece of wood. A two-by-
four sags more lying flat than lying on
its edge. It was the same with the long,
slender, two-pole rotor. It sagged more
lying one way than another.

~ 'That took care of the rotor. But West-
inghouse engineers also had to figure out
what to do about the stator vibration.

Massive as it is, the stator was being
pulled out of shape, first on top and
bottom, then on the two sides. The
400,000-pound magnetic force of the
two-pole rotor was doing the pulling as
it turned.
~ Of course, the change in the stator's
shape was too minute to be seen. But it
could certainly be heard. For this change
in shape was transmitted to the stator
foundation as a 120 cycle vibration.
From the foundation this vibration
travels to floor and walls, making them
hum.

To put a stop to it,'Westinghouse en-
gineers developed a special, flexible
mounting for the stator. It is as though
the stator were supported on two sets of
links. One set goes along with the stator
when it vibrates horizontally, but doesn't
budge when the stator vibrates vertically.

~ The electrical industry was through
with that vibration trouble for good.

* * *
This is a typical Westinghouse story. It's
typical because it's a story about en-
gineers.
~ There are 3500 engineers in Westing-
house. They're in all branches of the
business . . . management, research,
sales, design, service, testing. They shape
the company's attitude toward its work.

Engineering is the heart of our busi-
ness. Engineers create our products.
Engineers solve our problems. Engineers
determine our success.

This was why: Along two sides of the
rotor, deep lengthwise slots were cut for
the field windings. Naturally, the rotor
had more give on the slotted sides than
the solid sides. So, as the rotor turned,
the give in the slotted sides made the
downward force on the rotor supports
change twice each revolution. The result:
the rotor made the machine vibrate 120
cycles a second.
~ What to do?

Dummy slots in the solid sections of
the rotor would have equalized its rigid-

~stinghouse
II An Enslne.r'. Company," Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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SCIENCE NOTES
Frigid, man-made weather as low as 20
degrees below zero is used to test com-
pressed air circuit breakers. They must
give satisfactory performances when cov-
ered with ice and snow, to prove their
stability and dependability.

-Courtesy Product Engineering

Picture of the chassis of a Fairchild airplane. The fuselages
of rnany small craft like this are constructed entirely of
chromiurn. steel tubing.

-Courtesy Electromet Review I

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER DIALS INSTRUMENT PANEL DOOR LOCKS (4)

CIGAR LIGHTER: Housing, bose, waS%hr,
DASHBOARD: Decorative overlay panel fuse washer, insulator bushing . GARNISH MOLDING MEDALLIONS (5)

GLOVE KNOBS, SHANK INSERT IN HANDLE (12)
Throttle, choke, light, signal switch,

SPEEDOMETER: windshield wiper, ventilator, heater, DOME LIGHT: Lens, switch, insulating block
Lens, dial ring, penel, pointer, dial bock, hood latch, lighter, gearshift .and . .
coble washers (2) odometer lens . d I / UPHOLSTERY: Buttons (20), trim moldings (4), Win ow regu ator

RADIO: ASH TRAY: Lid, knob, lamp bushings
Push buttons (8), control knobs (2), grille,
grille ornament, lens, dial scale, panel INTER LAYER FOR SAFETY GLASS

HEADLIGHTS: Sockets (2), washers (2), SIGNAL LIGHT: Lens, Rasher, wash.r,
terminal plates (2), block insulators (2) contact support, sleeve switch
terminal block, switch base

(2)

RADIATOR ORNAMENT-~illlllllill

BONNET SIDELIGHT LENS (2) (2)

LAMP LENS
WATER PUMP PART IIIII~~ GAS TANK: Cop lens

GAUGE UNIT: Washers (3),
contact strip bose

PLATE LAMP NAME PLATE

ESCUTCHEONS (12)
VOLTAGE CURRENT REGULATOR: BODY
Insulating sheets and tabs, DOOR BUMPER SHOES
ammeter terminal block

H 0 RN: Button, blowing ring, contact plot.,
TRANSMISSION ANTENNA: lnsulator, bushing insulator, washer, block insulating pads (2)~

relay horn insulating pods (2)
CLOCK: Panel, dial ring, lens

COIL: Top, terminal, base, WIRE CONNECTORS (17)
box, cover, resistor Whole Shank Hydro-se.r Coverings

aYDROMATIC CONTROL HOUSING HYOROMATIC INDICATOR DIAL

ABOVE: The composite 1942 automobile has more than l!O plastic parts.
-Courtesy The Du Pont Magazine



EDUCATION IN COLOMBIA, S. A.
(Continued from Page 9)

On January 7, everything reopens with a fresh
start, and continues without interruptions
except for national holidays and church fiestas,
throughout the entire new year.

The laboratories of the various engineering
schools leave much to be desired when compared
with the laboratories of American schools and
colleges. The equipment for experimental work
is very poor, small, and scarce. This lack of
equipment is more than compensated for by a
very active, live-wire faculty, who seem to be ex-
ceptionally brilliant and well able to hold the
attention of their small and unusually intelligent
classes. I attended as many of the classes as was
possible in the time I had, and I must say that I
was impressed with not only the material pre-
sented and the way in which it was presented, but
with the great interest with which it was received
by the student body. A great many questions were
asked the professors by students, and apparently
satisfactorily answered. Unfortunately, my scant
knowledge of the Spanish language left much
of what was said as a deep, dark mystery, but
judging from the expressions of interest on the
faces of faculty and students, the entire system
seemed to be very satisfactory.

The graduates of this university hold key posi-
tions, not only in Colombia but in many of the
other states of South America; this in itself
speaks more loudly than words of the success of
this type of education.

In closing, I wish to leave with the reader the

Open Every Evening Except Tuesday and Thursday

JOHN SCHWARZ
Fine Footwear

754-756 East McMillan Street, Walnut Hills
Phone WOodburn 9728

Vine-N orwood, North Norwood, Zoo-Eden Park and
Crosstown Cars Pass the Door

THE J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.

Telephone. AVon 3116

2519 VINE STREET
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Old Ad.minietration. Center of the University

idea that what the other fellow has done in his
field of education should in no way be belittled
by us when it differs from our own. I believe that
many of the practices of the Colombian system
could be put into our own educational system to
our great advantage. The basis of Colombian
education is founded UpOl1the old maxim that a
low power lens used with high mentality sees
and accomplishes more than a high power lens
used with low mentality in achieving worth-
while results.

",..- HOw TO' ,
DRAW MACHINE
___FASTENERS~

• The "RB&W Handbook of Common Machine Fasteners"-sent
absolutely free upon request - shows the most widely accepted
methods of representing more than thirty different types of stand-
ard bolts, nuts, rivets, etc., on assembly and detail drawings. This
16-page booklet will fit inside your drawing instrument case for
handy reference.

No actual dimensions or specifications are included, as the pro-
portions and conventions shown apply to all sizes of fastenings.

To get your copy of this valuable little booklet, just send a
postcard to our Port Chester address.

R B & W EMPIRE Botts, Nuts, Rivets and other Threaded Fastenings
have, for 96 years, been noted throughout industry for their out-

standing strength, accuracy and 6n;s".

RUSSELL. BURDSALL ~ WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY

I
PORT CHESTER. N. Y. ROCK FALLS. ILL. CORAOPOLIS. PA



NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, AND VEST
DOUGLAS VEST

CH. E. '42

Since the C'OOPERATIVE ENGINEER re-
ceives quite a few exchange magazines from other
engineering colleges, we got to thinking that some-
thing should be done to tell our readers about the
tricks that are being pulled in other parts of the
college world. Of course, your writer's first
thought was to load up these two columns with a
simple list of jokes (of a more or less refined
quality) picked purely at random (?) from the
back pages of various publications. One of our
coeditors says nix to this noble plan, and adds
in no uncertain language that this column is two
days past the deadline, and that a certain manag-
ing editor had better quit stalling for time. Well,
here goes-

Right off the bat, The Colorado Engineer finds
itself open for the rapid-fire turning of the pages
which are hiding potential sources of news. They
have quite a staff for that quarterly-enough
students to make nine football teams (yeah, 99
members on the staff).

The Purdue Engineer comes up next to reveal
that an article about the Navy's B-19 was writ-
ten by a woman civil engineer (and a charming
one, I do declare). (Ed. Note: Our esteemed man-
aging editor speaks from personal experience,
since he met the gal at, the Engineering College
Magazines convention in Urbana!) Oh well, this
must be an exception since lady engineers are
pretty scarce. Bingo! It happened again in the
same issue with another article by a feminine civil
engineer.

Two magazines have felt the thumb so far, and
your unfortunate writer is developing gray hair
by bouncing into two startling facts. Ah, but the
next magazine produces a different kind of shock.
A title blazes forth with "Here's How to Study
for Those Xmas Finals." As yours truly under-
stands it, one has to study to keep them from being
the final exams. Also there are three types of
exams: tough, horrible, and impossible. Evi-
dently The Minnesota Technolog added that first
obvious type of exam to confuse its readers. In
passing (get it?), I might add that the jokes are
terrible-terribly intriguing, that is.

While we're on the subject of jokes, it might
be said that The Missouri Shamrock calls their
joke page "Blarney," while The Pennsylvania Tri-
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angle waxes honest all of a sudden to produce
"Stolen Goods."

From all indications, Kansas State has acquired
a 2,000,000 candlepower searchlight - for free.
The light was built when Hitler was just a young
tough (around 1914 to 1918) and weighs a bit
over a ton. Evidently they have some super-
salesmen in the student body at Kansas.

At North Dakota, all of the engineering boys
recently emerged from an apple fest, at which it
seems apples were eaten. Also the engineers
dunked doughnuts in coffee and vice versa, while
the victors in a series of games (?) were decided
on a basis of maximum dissipation of brute force
and enthusiasm. In more serious moments, the
fellows are presenting a series of fifteen-minute
radio programs devoted to various problems en-
countered in engineering.

At North Dakota State, the Engineers' Club
has cooked up an active quartet to show that music
is not forgotten. If their singing is like that which
comes from our section of the country, forgetting
is handiest available thing to relieve the suffering
of innocent listeners. Of course, arsenic is slightly
more effective.

At the University of California's "Slipstick
Stomp," a slide rule contest was sandwiched into
an intermission. That seems like a good idea to
take one's mind off his feet, and his feet off the
other fellow's shoes.

The Ne1v York University Quadrangle brings
out the fact that ten student chapters of national
engineering societies do their part in haunting
the campus. Included in the list are military,
engineering, meterology, and automotive engineer-
ing, to say nothing of the groups which attempt
to confuse each other on our own campus.

Last, but not least, we find ourselves trying to
break away from a page of "Bits of Wit," pre-
sented by the Rose Technic. After failing in the
attempt of total (or even partial) abstinence, we
learn that the Rose Chapter of Tau Beta Pi
startles its pledges at tapping ceremonies. The
redundantly-named honorary military fraternity,
T.N.T. (Tau Nu Tau to you young Greeks), fol-
lows a similar procedure; yeah, even like unto
selective service.

Enough of this soft chatter and light patter,
the second deadline is passing . . .

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Here's the Glass pump that couldn't be built ...

THE ENGINEER from the Chemical Works inch! Even Corning had doubts but decided nation and undesirable chemical reactions.
had one of his usual headaches. to tackle the problem. Resistant to heat shock, it may be cleaned
"We're pumping hot corrosive acids Pooling its ideas with Nash Engineering with ho~ acid~. Trans~arent, it permi~s con-
through your glass pipe, and it lasts for Company's knowledge of pumps, Corning stant vls~allnsJ?ectlon for cleanlIness,
years," he moaned, "and the works bogs devised new methods of glass manufacture, color, sedirnerrtat.iorr.
down because the pumps can't take it! even a new type of glass for certain parts. In the same way, Corning research for
Can't you people build a glass pump?" And today chemical, food and beverage three quarters of a century has licked such
It sounded impossible. Pump makers said plants, and other industries handling cor- glass proble~s as the bulb for Edi~on's first
it couldn't be done. Such a pump required rosive solutions have a glass pump that l~mp, cookln~ ware for h?usewIv~s, and
not only highly resistant glass hut also in- works like a charm. Resistant to corrosion, tmy glass sprrngs for chemical equipment,
tricate parts, accurate to thousandths of an it eliminates a cause of product contami- And in these days of metal-conservation,

Corning ability has reached a new high in
usefulness as engineers and produc-
tion men use glass to solve their I

new problems. Industrial Division,
Corning Glass Works, Corning,N. Y.•

ORNING
--means--
Research in Glass
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I ~
The Nash Glass Centrifugal Pum;';'~:ft-cross section; above
-coupled with driving motor, glass pump parts in background)
can handle up to 6000 gal. of corrosive acids and chemical Jluicb
per hour against (J 65-ft. head.
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THEY BUILD FOR DEFENSE

BEHIND the scenes in our present-day political
upheaval we find many unsung heroes, who

keep the production line moving and industry
running smoothly for an all-out, all-over defense
movement. There must always be men and
women behind the army and the navy producing
to keep that army and navy fighting for the pres-
ervation of the rights of our nation. The health
of the individual must be protected, research must
go on, and production of armaments and machin-
ery must continue on an even larger scale than
before. We find our own alumni of the past four
or five years from the College of Engineering and
Commerce shifting from one job to another in an
effort to find their places in the process of pro-
duction where their knowledge and skill can be
used to the greatest advantage.

Here are some of the graduates who are fol-
lowing through from a civilian angle:

~"'""" ~
FRANKLIN SCHOTTELKOTTE,Ch.E. '40, has the

title of Assistant Foreman and Inspector at the
Wolf Creek Arsenal, Procter and Gamble Defense
Corporation, Milan, Tennessee ... JOHN S. ZIM-
MER, M.E. '40, is testing for the General Electric
Company at Schenectady, New York . . . BILL
WELDON,Bus.Ad. '40, is in Charleston, West Vir-
ginia, with the Water Service there ... CURT
VARLAND,Com.E. '40, has moved to the financial
methods and production staff of the Carnegie Illi-
nois Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh ... His class-
mate, HUGH FUNKHOUSER,is in a similar position
with the same corporation ... JULIUS SIMON,
Ch.E. '40, has become a member of the staff of
the U. S. Public Health Stream Pollution Investi-
gation Department ... Classmates TOM SHARKEY
and BOB SHOEMAKER,C.E. '40, have chosen very
different fields-Tom with the U. S. Engineers in
the Federal Building downtown, and Bob with
the New York Central Railroad, Springfield,
Ohio ...

ALFREDPIECUCH, l\1.E. '40, is donating a day's
wages along with other Wright Aeronautical em-
ployees to the government for a new bomber ...
The Federal Communications Commission claims
EARL JOHNSON, E.E. '40 ... FRANK RANZ, E.E.
,40, is in a key position in producing defense
equipment with the National Auto Tool Company

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



FLORENCE ENDEBROCK
BUS. AD. '42

in Richmond, Indiana ... Among the many other
graduates of the Engine School at the E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company plant in Wilming-
ton, Delaware, is BYRON DANN, M.E. '40, in the
Industrial Engineering Division ... JAKE GUEHR-
lNG, Ch.E. '39, former B.M.O.C., is employed by
the same firm, but in a different department ...
Research has claimed a number of graduates, in-
cluding CLINTON WEBER, Aero.E. '39, with the
Benedix Aviation Corps, South Bend, Indiana;
ELL DEE COMPTON, Ch.E. '39, still around the
University in the Tanners Council Research Lab;
and E'LSIE WALTER, Ch.E. '38, the last woman
graduate of the Chemical Engineering course,
continuing her brilliant work at the Clinic in New
York City ... En HALLER, Com.E. '38, is display-
ing his talents in the Electrical Construction Divi-
sion of the Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich-
igan ... LEE LEADER,Com.E. '39, (recently mar-
ried), is an estimating engineer with the Ameri-
can Viscose Company, Netro, West Virginia ...
The Federal Communications Bureau has added
JACK HERBSTREET,E.E. '39, to their payroll ...

And here are a few names to add to the list of
the "first line of defense" that was given in the
last issue ... EVERETTYELTON, CARL TAGLAUER,
and Roy FINK, all Ch.E. '40, are in the Ordnance
Department of the U. S. Army in Charlestown,
Indiana. The three boys have a good time to-
gether talking over the Chern brawls they can
remember ... FREDERICHOFFMAN, Aero.E. '39,
is in the present combat zone with the Air Corps
at Nichols Field in the Philippine Islands . . .
MRS. LLOYD DROOK (EMILY WAYMAN), Com.E.
'37, is the Secretary to Capt. Hoffmann, of the Ord-
nance District in Cincinnati . . . A more recent
woman graduate, PAT CONNEIGHTON,Bus.Ad. '40,
is also with the Cincinnati Ordnance Department
· · · CARLBODE,Bus.Ad. '40, has joined the U. S.
Army Air Corps ... In an effort to "Keep 'em
flying," as the saying goes, JOHN MURPHY, M.E.
'40, tests airplane motors at the Wright Aeronau-
tical Corporation in Lockland ... JACK FISCHER,
Ch.E. '36, at the Remington Arms plant, Bridge-
port, Connecticut, helps produce vital supplies ...
Priorities are probably playing an important part
in the life of RAYMONDC. ROST, Ch.E. '40, at the
Vulcan Copper and Supply Company in this city.
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TAPES - RULES - PRECISION TOOLS

POWER FOR DEFENSE
On a ship of the U. S.Navy in
1932, Babcock & Wilcox, the
nation's oldest and largest manu-
facturer of steam boilers, first
proved the safety and practicability
of welding high-pressure boilers.
This advance eliminated the former
riveted boiler and led the way to
higher pressures and efficiencies
everywhere-more power at lesscost.

Today,' even while B&W is work-
ing on an unprecedented volume of
defense orders for steam generat-
ing equipment, the Company's
physical, metallurgical and chemi-
cal laboratories are energetically
evolving new developments. Thus,
because of B&W leadership, a ton
of coal, a barrel of oil, a cubic foot
of gas, or even a cord of wood, pro-
duces still more power for defense
and for industry as a whole.

THE 8A8COCK I WILCOX COMPANY .•.. 85 llaERTV STREEr .••• NEW YORK. N. Y.

B&W Single-Pllss Mllrine
Boiler liSused in modern
mer&hllnt vessels•

•
FREE 14-PAGE

BOOKLET

"The Design of Water-
Tube Boiler Uni rs."This
liberally illustrated book-
let discusses the factors
involved in determining
the proper type of steam
generating unit for any
given service. A copy will
be sent to you on request.
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X-RAY-ANAL YZER. HEALER
(Continued from Page 15)

peak kilovolt dial (also with two scales) at the
left. Below, on the left, are the technique and
milliampere switches, both of which govern the
current through the filament of the tube. Increas-
ing the current heats the filament, and as a result
more X-rays are produced. On the right side of
the panel are the major and minor switches, which
control the voltage in the high-tension trans-
former. The voltage across the secondary of this
transformer and across the tube is read as peak
kilovolts, on the meter above.

The central portion of the panel is devoted
mainly to timing devices since an increase in the
current requires a corresponding decrease in the
time of operation so as not to burn out the tube.
The seven small holes between the meters and the
switches are indicator lights, which operate when
the current is passing through important posi-
tions in the circuit. Thus when the main switch
is on, the main light glows green. When X-rays
are being produced, another light glows red. On
the bottom of the panel is the warning that the
apparatus should be used on the prescription of
a physician only.

The task of the X-ray industry is to build ap-
paratus to handle dangerous rays and deadly vol-
tages and to provide flexibility and safety in
their control. Also, they must be so easily handled
and understood by the physician, who is neither
an electrician nor a mechanic, that he will not
be afraid to use them to their fullest advantage.

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

No GUNS without GAGES
Parts for guns and gun mounts are made
in different factory departments, often in
different factories. Without thousands of
gages of all kinds, it would be impossible
to control manufacturing operations so
the finished parts fit when they come
together.

Greenfield Tap and Die Corporation
is one of the largest and oldest gage man-
ufacturers in the country.

GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION
GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

I
TAPS • DIES • GAGES • TWIST DRILLS • REAMERS • SCREW PLATES • PIPE TOOLS

.FOR VISITORS WHO WANT A
DOWNTOWN LOCATION IN

~

j

Inexpensive Comfort Plus

RESIDENTIAL
QUIET

~~.-

120 WEST MONTCALM - Just off the beaten path of Woodward Ave.

Three choice locations - the Rex for
downtown-the Yorba for automobile
tourist visitors- the Roosevelt, opposite
Michigan Central station. F~nefacilities.
Real hospitality. All three from $1.50.

THESE ~HOTElS
UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT

Offer Everything a Traveller
could desire-at moderate cost

HOTEL ROOSEVELT
2250 FOURTEENTH ST.

HOTEL YORBA
4020 W. LAFAYETTESl

10 minutes from downtown
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20 years is something a designing engineer can't wait
10 or 20 years to find ou t.

That's why all sorts of accelerated creep tests have been
tried-ways to get a hurry-up prediction of the behavior
of metal in service. Dr. Saul Dushman (U. of Toronto
'04), assistant director of the G-E Research Laboratory,
has thrown some new light on this problem by devising
a method that produces extensions in length of as much
as half a per cent an hour. By it he can get information
in a day or two that would have required months by older

STEP ON THE GASI methods.

STEPPING on the gas to produce a speed increase of The method consists of loading a thin wire of the metal
six feet per day along a highway wouldn't break any with a weight, heating it with an electric current to a

speed laws. But six feet extra per day makes engineers bright red heat in an atmosphere of nitrogen, and measur-
hang on their hats when the traveling is through solid ing the extension. The results seem also to suggest that
rock. And that's the added progress being made by the creep does not occur atom by atom along the length,
company excavating the eastern portal of the new 13- but rather in the movement of groups of atoms numbering

·1 C· 1 U-' id 1 b he j 11' f from 5° to rooomi e on tinen ta IVI e tunne y t e insta atron 0 a .
new ventilating system utilizing G-E motors and control.

The system saves 2.0 minutes in the time between
shooting each blast in the tunnel and getting back to
drilling again. Fans spaced along the tunnel start up
immediately after the blast, suck out the gas and smoke,
and then reverse and blow fresh air in to the tunnel.
The fans start in sequence, with an interval of 20 seconds
between each, so as to prevent building up large differ-
ences of pressure.

The tunnel is being excavated by the S. S. Magoffin '-/ - -
Company, under the direction of the U. S. Bureau of 95% PERfECT
Reclamation, to bring w.ater for irrigation and power from MILADY '11 fi d h fl d h b izh ifWI n er re ec te c arms rig ter 1

Grand Lake, on the western slope of the Continental her rnirror i t d ith '1 b h tlectier mirror IS coa e WIt SI ver, ut t at re ection
Divide to the eastern slope. 'II b if h ., lumi Th' h' WI wear etter I t e coa ting IS a ummum, at swat

Frank Benford (U. of Michigan 'ro) and W. A. Ruggles,
of the G-E Research Laboratory, found when they tested
37 kinds of mirror surfaces.

Silver eva pora ted on to the fran t surface of the mirror
from an electric filament reflected 95 per cent of the in-
cident light. The initial score for aluminum was only 88
per cent. But six months later the aluminum mirror was
just as good as ever, while the silver one had deteriorated
considerably.

~ Gold, incidentally, scored third among the pure metals,
CREEPY DII SIN£SS reflecting 82. per cent of the light. But while all the other

STEEL, or any other solid material for that matter, metals gave their best results when evaporated on the
deforms and creeps when subjected to heat and front surface of the mirror, gold worked best when de-

stress. But how much a given piece of steel in, say, a posited on the back, as is the practice with ordinary
steam turbine, is going to creep during its life of 10 or looking glasses.

GENERAL. ELECTRI.~ _



LaNCBS or I'IBB THaT SLICB STBBL

FASTER than ever before man shapes its versatility, it finds wide and varied
steel to meet his needs, slicing it to application in speeding defense. It

the desired shape with the oxyacetylene hardens steels to any desired degree

flame - the modern cutting tool which and depth; cleans metal surfaces for AIR
never dulls. It shapes thin gauge sheet quicker and longer lasting paint jobs;
or heavy slabs; forgings and structures gouges out metal with astonishing speed
with equal ease, and with truly aston- and accuracy, and welds metal together .

ishing accuracy. into a homogenous unit. To aid and CION
New, better and faster ways of expand production schedules by the
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